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2010 UH Quality of Life Survey 

1. In what zip code do you live? 

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

92116 69.8% 44

92103 17.5% 11

92104 12.7% 8

Other (please enter your 5-digit zip 

code):
  0.0% 0

  answered question 63

  skipped question 0

2. Overall, how would you rate the quality of life in your community?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Excellent 31.7% 20

Good 61.9% 39

Fair 6.3% 4

Poor   0.0% 0

Not sure   0.0% 0

  answered question 63

  skipped question 0
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3. What are the MAIN reasons you like living in your community? 

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Sense of community 49.2% 31

Diversity 47.6% 30

Walkability 85.7% 54

Parks and open space 55.6% 35

Recreation programs and services 9.5% 6

Historic homes and properties 61.9% 39

Safe/low crime rate 33.3% 21

Convenient to work 31.7% 20

Close to public transportation 27.0% 17

Good schools 4.8% 3

Library services 22.2% 14

Businesses and services 30.2% 19

Restaurants and dining 73.0% 46

Arts and entertainment 27.0% 17

Minimal traffic congestion 34.9% 22

Maintained housing 38.1% 24

Maintained streets and sidewalks 15.9% 10

Trees and landscaping 23.8% 15

Other (please specify) 

 
11.1% 7

  answered question 63

  skipped question 0
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4. Please indicate your level of satisfaction with each of the following services provided in your community by 

the City of San Diego:

 
Very 

satisfied
Satisfied Dissatisfied

Very 

dissatisfied

N/A 

or 

Not 

Sure

Rating 

Average

Response 

Count

Amount of parks and open space
20.6% 

(13)
55.6% 

(35)
15.9% (10) 7.9% (5)

0.0% 

(0)
2.89 63

Maintenance of parks and park 

facilities

14.3% 

(9)
69.8% 

(44)
11.1% (7) 4.8% (3)

0.0% 

(0)
2.94 63

Branch library service hours 4.8% (3)
25.8% 

(16)
32.3% (20) 9.7% (6)

27.4% 

(17)
2.36 62

Programs at branch libraries 3.3% (2)
26.2% 

(16)
8.2% (5) 1.6% (1)

60.7% 

(37)
2.79 61

Recreation center service hours 0.0% (0)
11.7% 

(7)
8.3% (5) 1.7% (1)

78.3% 

(47)
2.46 60

Programs at recreational centers 1.7% (1)
13.6% 

(8)
5.1% (3) 0.0% (0)

79.7% 

(47)
2.83 59

Public transit 6.5% (4)
40.3% 

(25)
17.7% (11) 9.7% (6)

25.8% 

(16)
2.59 62

Traffic flow on major streets 6.5% (4)
58.1% 

(36)
21.0% (13) 12.9% (8)

1.6% 

(1)
2.59 62

Parking availability 1.6% (1)
38.7% 

(24)
41.9% (26) 17.7% (11)

0.0% 

(0)
2.24 62

Land use planning and zoning 1.7% (1)
35.0% 

(21)
36.7% (22) 13.3% (8)

13.3% 

(8)
2.29 60

Neighborhood code enforcement 

(such as noise abatement, zoning & 

land use)

3.2% (2)
47.6% 

(30)
23.8% (15) 15.9% (10)

9.5% 

(6)
2.42 63

Preservation of historic buildings 

and properties
9.8% (6)

55.7% 

(34)
18.0% (11) 6.6% (4)

9.8% 

(6)
2.76 61

Condition of sidewalks 6.3% (4)
31.7% 

(20)
41.3% (26) 19.0% (12)

1.6% 

(1)
2.26 63

Condition of city streets 1.6% (1)
22.6% 

(14)
46.8% (29) 25.8% (16)

3.2% 

(2)
2.00 62
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Tree maintenance on public 

property
6.7% (4)

51.7% 

(31)
25.0% (15) 13.3% (8)

3.3% 

(2)
2.53 60

Street lighting 6.5% (4)
56.5% 

(35)
25.8% (16) 11.3% (7)

0.0% 

(0)
2.58 62

  answered question 63

  skipped question 0

5. What are the MOST important issues facing your community? 

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Lack of parks and open space 15.9% 10

Poor quality schools 11.1% 7

Traffic congestion 25.4% 16

Lack of street parking 46.0% 29

Lack of public transportation 11.1% 7

Crime 34.9% 22

Homelessness 41.3% 26

Over development 27.0% 17

Inappropriate development 44.4% 28

Redevelopment 4.8% 3

Destruction of historic resources 31.7% 20

Destruction and/or pollution of 

natural resources (air, water, open 

space, etc.)

7.9% 5

Poorly maintained streets 49.2% 31

Poorly maintained sidewalks 46.0% 29

Poorly maintained water system 12.7% 8

Poorly maintained sewer system 11.1% 7
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Lack of businesses and services 7.9% 5

Inadequate library services 20.6% 13

Inadequate recreation programs and 

services
6.3% 4

Inadequate arts and cultural 

programs
6.3% 4

Cost of water and sewer services 15.9% 10

Other (please specify) 

 
22.2% 14

  answered question 63

  skipped question 0

6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to traffic, parking, public transit, 

parks and open space, libraries, historic preservation, or other issues of importance to you? Please be specific.

 
Response 

Count

  47

  answered question 47

  skipped question 16

3. What are the MAIN reasons you like living in your community? 

Other (please specify)

1 It feels like the neighborhood I grew up, but is bordering being overdeveloped.
Please don't do that.

Mar 8, 2010 3:05 PM

2 Wide streets with room for cars to pass, majority of long-term residents who are
invested in keeping the neighborhood safe and beautiful, fewer renters (I dislike
the rental culture in much of North Park and Normal Heights).

Mar 30, 2010 6:21 AM

3 The streets and sidewalks need a LOT of work May 17, 2010 3:51 AM

4 I could buy a condo where friends could have room to park when they came over. Jun 1, 2010 6:42 AM

5 Sorry, but I feel ALL of the above are what makes me enjoy living in UH !  I would
check every one, actually, except there could always be more trees, and there is
plenty of unmaintained pavement here and there.

Jun 28, 2010 11:19 PM

6 Traffic is high enough as it is and do not need it to increase at Park Blvd and Polk
St.  We REALLY NEED to keep the current parking from being slated for removal.
Parking is scarce as it is, and with new a new apartment complex being built right
now (slated to open Sept 2011) we DO NOT HAVE ANY PARKING TO SPARE
NOW.  WE WONT HAVE ANY LATER EITHER.

Sep 10, 2010 5:24 PM
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3. What are the MAIN reasons you like living in your community? 

Other (please specify)

7 central location in the heart of the city. Mar 3, 2011 12:49 AM

5. What are the MOST important issues facing your community?  

Other (please specify)

1 The property owners of Panorama Drive and Cliff Street should have to put to
have the palm trees trimmed.  That is why we pay property taxes for.

Mar 8, 2010 3:00 PM

2 nearly all of the above.  Hard to figure out what is MOST important:  Many issues
are intertwined.

Mar 8, 2010 4:51 PM

3 I've requested 4 times over the past 2 years to get a streetlight fixed in front of my
house. STILL BROKEN!

4165 Alabama St.

Mar 8, 2010 6:55 PM

4 Mission Cliff Gardens has no sidewalks, noise from bars and parking on front
lawns and noise till 2am is unbearable! Street parking on these streets (with no
sidewalks) should be one way or limited to parking with permit only (restricted).
I've had my front fence knocked down and repaired twice because people are
drunk when they leave bars, after parking in front of my house. I don't have a
problem with parking necessarily, it just a street with no sidewalks is hazardous!

Mar 8, 2010 11:57 PM

5 Neighborhood code enforcement is my main issue - the clientele of certain
businesses who roam Park Blvd. in the early morning hours have no deterrent
from disturbing the peace and tranquility of the neighborhood. The establishments
should be made responsible for this breach in code compliance. I have called the
police with complaints, and they do not seem to respond. Which is my other issue,
crime and safety. I have heard of several break-ins and odd behaviors around the
neighborhood.

Mar 9, 2010 12:13 AM

6 A lack or traffic calming measures.  It is too easy to run stop signs (i.e. at Park
and Adams, Park and Madison, and Park and Monroe) and cars rarely
approach/cross intersections in a manner safe for pedestrians and cyclists.

Mar 9, 2010 12:47 AM

7 High density in-fill development should be confined only to major streets such as
University Ave, El Cajon Blvd and Park Boulevard. Removal of single family
homes on all other streets should be prohibited. Mass transit in the community
while frequent is slow and a poor alternative to using one's car.

Mar 27, 2010 8:44 PM

8 Lack of bike lanes, bike-friendly intersections, lack of support for bicycle riders Mar 30, 2010 6:21 AM

9 Increased Development and Density should be allowed Park Blvd, Washington St,
and Adams Avenue Corridors

Apr 8, 2010 12:37 AM

10 Issues such as increased traffic congestions, development planned solely for cars
and not for people, poorly maintained sidewalks and streets are important but not
the MOST important.

Apr 26, 2010 10:37 PM

11 The historic character of our neighborhoods is diminishing by poorly planned
redevelopment and bad remodeling.

May 16, 2010 6:47 AM

12 Need signs on Park Blvd at Madison pointing East indicating the way to the
freeway.

May 17, 2010 3:51 AM

13 Sense of community Jun 1, 2010 6:42 AM

14 Under grounding overhead utility lines (power & communications) Mar 2, 2011 12:21 AM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

1 Moratorium on inappropriate infill development until infrastructure is in place to
accommodate the growth that has occurred since the last Community Plan
updates.

Mar 1, 2010 2:20 AM

2 Lack of signage to Mission Valley especially from Park Blvd to Texas St. Cars are
constantly wandering around lost.

Madison Ave Street between Park and Texas is an embarrassment.

Mar 8, 2010 11:09 AM

3 I would like to see longer library hours and a larger library.  I would also like to see
the sidewalks, alleys and streets fixed and maintained.

Mar 8, 2010 1:18 PM

4 A new University Heights branch library would be preferable to any new grandiose
downtown library.

Mar 8, 2010 2:29 PM

5 Convert the old NORMAL school bulding on SDUSD property into a public library /
community center.

Mar 8, 2010 3:00 PM

6 To me, it's less about the "new" and more about fixing, cleaning up and/or
preserving what we have. University Heights could use some more parking, but as
for development, my wife and I believe that simply cleaning up/fixing a lot of what
we have will do the trick.

Also - I reached out to community leaders on multiple occasions to inquire about
creating a "Screen on the Green" Movie Night in Trolley Barn park over the
summers, but haven't received any response - positive or negative. I would hope
that these people can respond more in the future.

Mar 8, 2010 3:05 PM

7 Please underground electric lines!!!!

A few more publicly-accessible trash bins may help reduce amount of litter found
on sidewalks, streets, front yards.

The amount of junk and trash piles in yards brings down appeal of community.

More street/curb tree planting needed.

Mar 8, 2010 3:38 PM

8 Firstly, there are some decent codes on the books:  At the very least, these codes
need to be respected and enforced.  Parking is a case in point.  Many area
properties have illegally added structures and decreased parking.

One area that seems might be a very good way to inexpensively improve the area
is with more tree planting in streets.  Yes, there is a water shortage, but it seems
the water use needed to get many species of street trees self-sufficient is a small
price to pay for the benefits they confer.  I would like to see more efforts to
organize neighbors to take on some of these projects in their immediate
surroundings  (namely:  maybe on their own streets--maybe with abutting property
owners donating 10-15 gallons of water/per tree or so on a bi-weekly basis to get
street trees established).  This kind of activity hardly seems like something to
break anyone's budget:  It is however time and organizationally intensive.
Perhaps the intensive organizational requirements, though, will have lasting
effects and be applicable to other efforts.

Since the city is broke, citizens should have more power in enforcing popularly
supported improvement and enforcement efforts.

Mar 8, 2010 4:51 PM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

9 1. Please underground the electric and telephone wires. There are so many
apartments and rentals behind homes that wires go everywhere over every house
and yard & it is so ugly and dangerous. We have 4 different peoples electricity
running over our roof top (barely above it) and across our yard. It must be illegal?
2. There are so many beautiful old homes in disrepair in University Heights (South
of El Cajon Blvd (North is good)). I wish we could have some sort of neighborhood
clean up/repair work day. We (& others we know) would be very willing to help out
our elderly, strapped for cash &/or time, etc neighbors. We just need some sort of
sanctioned event so that we do not come across as insulting them or their
property. 3. The grassy curb areas between the sidewalks and the street are full
of litter & are unsightly. We would love to help clean them up & plant native plants
so that people see them more as something to enjoy rather than litter on. Again,
we'd like a sanctioned event to do so. 4. We read the local papers (UH), but can
never make the meetings. An easy way to express concerns & ideas would be
nice.Thanks!!

Mar 8, 2010 5:14 PM

10 Florida street, especially between El Cajon Boulevard and University, needs to be
re-paved. It is an eyesore and a heavily used residential street since it is one of
the only street that directly connects University Heights and North Park to Golden
Hill area.

Mar 8, 2010 6:27 PM

11 More parking structures built around hospitals and businesses.  Build more parks.
Commit to more historic preservation in terms of churches, synagogues, temples,
mosques etc.

Mar 8, 2010 6:37 PM

12 Better park maintenance.

Horrible street conditions on Howard St. in front of Vons.

Mar 8, 2010 6:55 PM

13 Church parking lot could be open for bar parking to alleviate parking problems.
Parking needs to be restricted in Mission Cliff Gardens due to small streets with
no sidewalks!

Mar 8, 2010 11:57 PM

14 Overall, there seems to be a lack of respect from visitors to our neighborhood. I
have been nearly run down in the street by speeders who basically threaten
pedestrians with their speed -  I think we need speed bumps in a couple of areas
on Park and Madison. 

The noise, specifically after 1:45am when patrons of bars exit and loiter in the
streets, is TERRIBLE, and the police do not respond to complaints. The lighting
on the streets is imbalanced, with excessive lighting on Park Blvd and no lighting
down side streets. I think dimmer lights on Park after a certain time would also
discourage loiterers after the bars close. 

The library is a JOKE. I am hoping that if we unite under Uptown, we will get an
expanded Uptown library. It serves little purpose to me, although in general I am a
dedicated library patron.

It would be nice to have another bank ATM in the commercial district. I am in
general concerned that certain spaces remain unoccupied or with excessive
turnover.

I am a historic preservationist and think we should be looking at potential districts
in the neighborhood and more interpretation (although the walking tour is pretty
good).

Mar 9, 2010 12:13 AM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

15 I would like to see the community become more accessible for all road users,
including pedestrians and cyclists.  When legally crossing an intersection on foot,
it is far too common for cars to fail to yield, enter the intersection towards me, or
block traffic with the right-of-way while waiting for me to legally cross.

Automobiles are also prone to speeding on Adams Avenue and Park Blvd.  Traffic
calming measures that would make the area more accessible for pedestrians and
cyclists need to be implemented. The community would be much more enhanced
if automobile traffic were calmed/reduced to provide for a more walkable
neighborhood.

Mar 9, 2010 12:47 AM

16 I'd like to see a bus pass for less frequent riders.  I like to take the bus downtown.
It is convenient from my home, but it is so expensive...it is cheaper for me and my
husband to drive AND pay for parking than to take the bus.  A bus pass for people
who ride a couple of times a week would be great.

Mar 11, 2010 5:42 AM

17 The City needs to be more open and accessible to community input on preserving
historic resources. Their current stance on historic preservation seems
disingenuous at best.

Mar 11, 2010 10:42 PM

18 Put in underground power and phone lines. Mar 18, 2010 12:30 AM

19 Dedicated bike lanes in business areas such as University Ave.  Increasing
presence of bicycles on sidewalks is a hazard to pedestrians and a detriment to
the walkability of the community.

Mar 24, 2010 1:38 AM

20 Eliminate the Tandum Parking /Transit overlay Zone in University Heights and all
of the midcity areas to help decrease further off street parking problems. It is not
fair and had no community input or endorsemnt when implimented in 2000.  No lot
consolidations in residential areas.  Go back to the original subdivision guidelines
in our residential neighborhoods.  ie front and side yard set backs, height, FAR,
design,  etc should mimic or compliment  the original build enviroment. Height
limited to 25 feet in residential area.  There should be a number of UH Historic
districts (HD)  -Commercial area of Park Blvd. HD,  Education Center Historic
District, Panarama Drive HD,  Residential HD East of Park to 163, and Thematic
Bungalow Court  Historic District on Park Blvd and throughout the Heights.

Mar 26, 2010 8:56 PM

21 1) It would be nice to get trolley service such as up Park Blvd via Balboa Park. 
2) Maintain/improve community walkability. Prohibit any street widening to
accommodate additional motor vehicle traffic.
3) Limit high density/multiple family development to only major thoroughfares.
4) Prohibit removal of single family homes on all streets except University Ave, El
Cajon Blvd or Park Blvd.
5) Require other outlying suburban communities to take their fair share of social
service sites and low income housing.
6) Require all homes/businesses store their black trash and blue recycling cans
out of public view.
7) Use creative methods to remove our excesive number of billboards.
8) Underground utilities at a faster rate.

Mar 27, 2010 8:44 PM

22 Fix on ramp to 163 and the Lincoln Ave Intersection @ Washinton St. and we
need more parks in University Heights

Mar 29, 2010 4:50 AM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

23 I would like to see a priority placed on improving the safety and walkability of the
neighborhood (better lighting, repaired sidewalks, better pedestrian crosswalks),
as well as on bike transit (bike streets like in Portland, OR, bike lanes, traffic
patterns reviewed with bike safety in mind).  I am vastly concerned about over-
development and inappropriate development (ie. highrises, 30+ unit
developments) as I strongly feel that the infrastructure we have (water, sewer,
electric, parking, traffic internet services, etc) cannot handle a significant increase
in population.  I enjoy University Heights because of the lack of congestion and
crime that plagues the beach neighborhoods and even Normal Heights and parts
of North Park.

Mar 30, 2010 6:21 AM

24 It is my opinion that University Heights is just at the limit of population.  Parking is
just acceptable, traffic is just acceptable, maintenance of sidewalks and streets
are just acceptable based on the current funding level for these services and the
local population that stresses them.  I believe that if any large developements of
redeveloping homes into multi family condos or turning the costume shop into new
housing will push the congestion level out of the green and into the red putting
unacceptable pressure on all the services mentioned above.  For all its beauty,
restaurants, arts, and happenings, University Heights is a quiet neighborhooed
(relatively speaking) at its core.  And this balance of living and quiet is why I chose
to buy a home here.  I hope that as we move forward as a community, we respect
that balance.

Mar 30, 2010 7:41 PM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

25 Better trail access to canyon areas, including an urban ridge trail along the
Mission Valley rim (San Antonio has RiverWalk and University Heights needs
CanyonWalk).  Improved public transit connections to Downtown, Hillcrest, and
Mission Valley are a necessity (key bus stops should have reader boards that
enable people to assess the time of the next bus).   A covered bus stop bench at
the Muellor College stop is needed.  Many people wait there for buses that go to
Normal Heights/SDSU.  Improved recreational amenities like a neighborhood
pool/gym paid for by monthly dues, user fees.  I would like to see a Washington
St/Normal street median beutification.  More nieghborhood stone column entry
markers are needed to "brand" the neighborhood.  I am always unsure where the
southern boundary with Hillcrest is and know many people who live west of Texas
street but east of Park who say they live in North Park. Even Henry's list their
location on their Web Site as the North Park location.  The Normal School building
needs to be preserved, but the neighborhood fears of a dense redevelopment of
the SDUSD admin site are unfounded.  The site can provide a mixture of uses,
community admenities and residential density that are combined with a smart and
witty urban design.  I also feel that future neighborhood plans should incorporate
affordable housing options specifically for young gay, lesbian, and transgendered
youth; the recovoring communities; and aging gay, lesbian, and transgendered
individuals.  I think preservation easements should be used to ensure that the
existing religious structures (and hopefully the religious institutions) remain a vital
member of the University Heights community.  I think achitectural guidelines and
standards should be created to improve the attractiveness of the University
Heights alleyways.  I have noticed that there are many entrances to individual
apartment entrances along alleyways as many residents have added accessory
apartments over garages/ or in backyards.   The SDGE substation across the
street from Trolley Barn park should be better screened by using a combination of
landscaping, a structure, and architectural/sculptural details.  Telecommunications
have become a critical aspect of american life and an effort to improve cellular
access should be weighed with the visual impacts of new telecommuncation
antenna sites.  Additionally, underground fiber optic facilities to each residence
should be provided.  A University Heights Wi-Fi internet netowork would also
improve access to the internet for residents and perhaps the disadvantaged.  The
neighborhood might consider initiating an undergrounding effort whenever the City
is doing work in the streets.  Was conduit installed during the sewer replacement
job over the last few years?  I would be in favor of a residential neighborhood
improvement fee, assessed on my property tax bill each year if it meant improved
services, better parks, historic preservation, and more public art.  Would others?

Apr 8, 2010 12:37 AM

26 Restrict residential as well as commercial building height (the notorious height
ban). Residences of 3+ stories block out sun, air flow, and privacy, and reduce the
propety values of the 1940s-50s-60s residences they surround.
Urge planning officials to recognize that if, as they argue, it is the role of
government to create housing for a growing population, it is equally government's
role to set a limit on population.
Require new multifamily residences to provide parking for at least TWO cars, not
for one car, which is not realistic.
Reset the timing on the traffic light at the corner of Washington/Lincoln to give
side streets more green light time.  This traffic light has contributed to traffic clog
since it was installed.
The UH library is well-used. Many families use the faciliites.  As with all the branch
libraries, reinstate the hours. 
The finger canyons are an important asset. New development is now permitted to
build on the edge and into the canyons, which limits public asset, creates fire
hazard, creates barriers to the views and interferes with animal's traffic patterns.
Thank you.

Apr 26, 2010 10:37 PM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

27 Trolley Barn Park provides an excellent environment for parents to take children
to enjoy being outdoors and to play on equipment.  Additionally, adults utilize
Trolley Barn Park as a location to exercise.  Often adults utilize play equipment as
exercise equipment.  This use is in appropriated when children are playing and
may be damaging to expensive equipment.  
   I would like to see the addition of an exercise area to provide an appropriate
location for fitness activities (dip bars, pull-up bars, etc.).  

Thank You

May 2, 2010 4:00 PM

28 Lets get started on the building of a new U.H. library/Community Center in the old
historial 2 story Normal building on the S.D.Unified School District property.

May 16, 2010 12:29 AM

29 Bring the mid-block pedestrian street lighting up to standard, but using
ornamental/historic street lamps instead of cobras.  Stop the McMansionization of
the neighborhoods; enforce setbacks and community scale.  Maintain Adams
Avenue as a mom-and-pop shopping corridor - do not allow chain stores and fast
food restaurants.  Create a formula business restriction ordinance for Adams
Avenue to maintain it as a neighborhood goods and services area.  Complete
historic property surveys and expeditite the processing of individual and district
historic nominations.

May 16, 2010 1:26 AM

30 Wouldn't it be nice if developers could invest in unsightly and underused
properties instead of vulnerable properties with historic qualities.  Parking is a
problem because businesses are not held accountable for their impact on
neighborhoods.  My favorite thing about our community is walking or driving and
looking at the historic homes and streetscapes.  Walking is a great way to meet
neighbors and enjoy the good aspects of our community.

May 16, 2010 6:47 AM

31 No more large, multi-unit developments.
Repair poorly maintained streets.

May 16, 2010 8:37 PM

32 Need more parking, perhaps a free parking structure strategically located? The
restaurants definitely need help.  They lose a lot of business because of no
parking. People on Mission Cliff, Adams and Madison are fed up with the 'no
parking' available.

May 17, 2010 3:51 AM

33 Infill should be more planned 6 units where 1 house used to be is way too much. 
I've lived here for over 20 years and seen this happen many times traffic
congestion in alley ways is noisy and crowded. 

Too many people are crammed into small places without  offstreet parking and too
many people with too many cars cause parkiing wars. 

This used to be a quiet neighborhood until it was over developed without thought.
We used to know most everyone now there are so many people we don't know
and people moving in and out, it seems so transient.

May 17, 2010 8:49 PM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

34 *Get Route 11 (Adams Ave) bus service back to pre-cutback levels (eg, restore
Sunday service); without our only local east-west bus, Adams is a transit "dead
zone" on Sundays.  Also, too many car-drivers treat Adams like an adjunct of
Interstate 8 - slow 'em down!  *Tighter vigilance of historic housestock - more Log
Cabin House restorers (best) and not Cleveland Ave 1912 Craftsman destroyers
(worst); "redevelopment" is not always "improvement," especially in historic
neighborhoods like UH - largely built-out already - whose unique character can
too easily be destroyed by thoughtless "urban infill" whose only thought is to make
as much money as possible - to the exclusion of wisdom (also exacerbates street-
parking problems and stresses older infrastructure - eg, water mains!).  *When will
undergrounding of utilities come to north-of-Adams areas like mine?  Once all
those poles & cables et al are gone above ground, perhaps we could then plant
more shade trees in their place?  (And not just more jacaranda, pls - I do like
them, but a bit more arboreal variety?)  *Give a special listen to the families and
older people, who also live hereabouts and have their own special concerns - it's
not just about the "trendies"!  All of us, together, are University Heights!

May 18, 2010 3:57 AM

35 The lack of park space, open space, and recreational facilities will be greatly
improved with the re-turfing and completion of the joint-use fienld at Birney. And
the inadequacy of the UH Library will be greatly improved when it is allowed to
move to the historic Annex building, as a joint-use library with the school district.
In addition, that building, and its surrounding grounds will add much-needed park
space, for community events and cultural exhibits, when completed. The need to
constantly be on-watch for the destruction of the historic buildings within the
community, is a challenge, and is absolutely essential to the preservation of the
character and livability of the community. Ron Johnston

May 19, 2010 6:53 PM

36 My area near Arizona and Meade St is sometimes called University Heights,
sometimes Normal Heights, sometimes North Park, and sometimes "Between
Heights" - all depends on which map you look at.  People ask me where I live and
I don't know what to tell them.  I want a name for my area.

Jun 1, 2010 6:42 AM

37 I would love a little better landscaping or maintenance of medians and sidewalks.
Also, they keep adding traffic lights and stop signs so it takes 10 minutes just to
go a mile now, as well as a lot more gas. The traffic light at Lincoln and
Washington is ridiculous.

Jun 1, 2010 5:12 PM

38 Restore the old trolley line on Park.  I would be much more likely to take the trolley
downtown than a bus.

Jun 11, 2010 10:47 PM

39 I'm not sure where, but a parking structure for all the business at the upper end of
Park Blvd and Adams would be nice.  And this applies to the whole city:  so many
streets and alleys are terribly pot-holed.

Overall, Univ. Heights is so lovely -- that's why I live there.  An older woman, living
alone, I feel comfortable there, and yet there is enough city-life to enjoy and
services to be had nearby.

I'm interested specifically in what they're thinking in terms of redevelopment --
then I would have more opinions, for sure.

Jun 28, 2010 11:19 PM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

40 More public transit, please! The reduction of service on the #11 bus has had
extremely detrimental effects on my and my housemate's ability to get to work, as
well as for recreational or shopping trips. We moved to this area knowing the #11
was there to take us to work, downtown, to parts east, and chose the
neighborhood because of this public transit option. The reductions have caused
us many problems. And, because of the reductions, this loooong bus route,
having to make every stop and pick up the same amount of people as before, but
in fewer trips, leads to consistently delayed service. We want to keep car traffic
low, keep noise low, keep parking easy, keep the neighborhood uncontested.
Keep the buses running, please! 

The libraries in SD need better funding. They need longer hours. I could argue
more as to the benefits, but I recently read this letter by the director of the
Chicago Public Libraries on the value of our libraries, and stand behind these
ideals. Strong libraries correspond with strong communities.Strong libraries need
to be open when users want them/need them.
http://www.myfoxchicago.com/dpp/news/library-taxes-closed-commissioner-
reaction-letter-mary-dempsey-20100702

The sidewalks and roads are in terrible condition. Runners run in the bike lanes,
making it unsafe for the runners themselves, bikers, and car traffic. On streets
where there are no bike lanes, people still walk and run in the streets because of
the large cracks and very uneven surfaces of the sidewalks. this is especially
dangerous at night, when you can't see the cracks and sudden rises of several
inches.

The streets are being repaved... kind of? I see some new asphalt covering
seemingly randoms streets, but wonder how these are being chosen? Certainly
not by level of need. Some streets - Lincoln, University, Washington, Madison, off
the top of my head are in Terrible condition, yet small side streets are being
covered. Perhaps the big problems are harder to fix? The corner of Lincoln and
Vermont has been in disrepair for far too long. This intersection is quite heavily
trafficked by pedestrians, bikers, and vehicles. The foot bridge brings a lot of
traffic to this corner. I have seen wheelchair pedestrians riding down the middle of
the street, and trying to navigate the long strips of dirt in the middle of the street,
with much difficulty. I wish these kinds of repairs were completed before
superficial asphalting of less traveled neighborhood streets. 

I bike, and the sides of streets throughout the city are terribly dangerous, including
in this neighborhood. Regular street cleaning would be a big help, but large
asphalt bubbles and cracks are also problematic and make riding dangerous-
forcing bikers into the center part of the land, angering drivers, and in all, making
for stressful driving AND riding conditions. Repairs would be ideal, street
sweeping would be a good start.

Thank you for asking, and thank you for listening.

Jul 6, 2010 6:41 PM

41 i wish there was a parking structre or just a space with more parking Jul 9, 2010 2:43 AM

42 I would like to see more open space in the area, though I do very much like
Trolley Barn Park. As with many of the local areas, the streets here are often
poorly maintained and suffering from many potholes and general disrepair.

Jul 9, 2010 4:06 AM
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6. What improvements would you like made in your community with regard to

Response Text

43 I would like the city park property 1538 Golden Gate Dr. given back to our
neighborhood. It's been incroched on and fenced in for at lest 30  years. It is
beautiful canyon view land that was slated to be linked to the end of Adams Ave.
By bridge, thus the name "Golden Gate" Dr. There are still some remnants of the
park, two "stone pillars" to pass through to the bridge, a lot of aztec style pavers &
a bonsi tree from what was once an oriental garden. I think it was meant to be part
of Mission Cliff Gardens.

Jul 25, 2010 1:35 AM

44 Turn the empty lot on Park and Polk into a little park, with grass and swings.
Do NOT remove the median on Park Bl.
Do NOT remove the parking stalls on Park Bl by Henry's Marketplace (Its hard
enough to park there as it is now)
Fix the broken curbs and potholes.
Repair/install more street lights to encourage foot traffic and small businesses to
open/thrive.

Sep 10, 2010 5:24 PM

45 I live on Howard Ave which has heavy traffic, noisy trucks, and vehicles driving
through with stereos booming.  Also, not much parking.  Which is aggravated by
the bi weekly street sweeping. 

It would be nice if the area could maintain the SFR atmosphere and if high density
housing could be controlled/minimized.  Streets are already overcrowded, water in
short supply, and there have been threats of rolling brownouts due to lack of
adequate electricity resources.  Not to mention parking issues.

Would like to see construction projects aimed at owner occupied as opposed to
rental.

Also, would like to see something in place to prevent things like the overnight
demolition of the Methodist church on Park.

More library hours and resources is always good, but I guess we are lucky they
haven't closed the libraries.

Feb 28, 2011 10:01 PM

46 Underground power and communication service lines Mar 2, 2011 12:21 AM

47 Bring back San Diego's historic streetcars! Mar 2, 2011 3:29 AM


